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Revisiting Inter-Genre Similarity
Bob L. Sturm, Member, IEEE, and Fabien Gouyon, Member, IEEE

Abstract—We revisit the idea of “inter-genre similarity” (IGS)
for machine learning in general, and music genre recognition in
particular. We show analytically that the probability of error for
IGS is higher than naive Bayes classification with zero-one loss
(NB). We show empirically that IGS does not perform well, even
for data that satisfies all its assumptions.

Index Terms—Content-based processing and music information
retrieval, pattern recognition and classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

“Inter-genre similarity” (IGS) [1] proposes a very unique idea
for music genre recognition (MGR). Consider we have record-
ings of classical and jazz music. We know that some instances
of these share attributes, e.g., “piano,” and some have unique
attributes, e.g., “drum kit.” Assume that from small pieces of
these recordings (e.g., 25 ms), one can detect these attributes.
Hence, we expect some recordings of music that uses either of
these two genres to overlap; and the more overlap there is be-
tween classes, the more difficult it should become to discrim-
inate between them. To counter this, IGS proposes to ignore
pieces of recordings having shared attributes, and focus only on
those unique to each class.
More formally, IGS begins by modeling each class using

training observations composed of many sub-observations. It
then classifies each sub-observation, and relabels those that it
misclassifies as being “inter-genre.” Finally, IGS builds new
models of all classes, and models the inter-genre class using the
set of inter-genre sub-observations. Since music signals have
long durations, features are typically taken in time-limited and
localized ways [2]. Hence, a given piece of music will produce
many sub-observations. Assuming independence between
sub-observations (common in bags of frames approaches [3]),
one can classify a piece of music by maximizing a weighted
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sum of the log posterior probabilities of the individual sub-ob-
servations given the models learned above; however, IGS
ignores those sub-observations that are most likely in the
inter-genre model. In this way, IGS classifies a piece of music
by only considering the sub-observations “unique” to each
class, i.e., those well-separated from all classes but one.
Based only on low-level short-time features, IGS has been re-

ported to perform surprisingly well for MGR [1], making it the
7th best of 100 systems tested on the same benchmark dataset
[4]. This result, however, contradicts the work in [3], [5], [6],
which show clear indications that such low-level short-time fea-
tures taken in isolation are irrelevant to MGR. In this paper, we
seek to resolve this contradiction by analytically and empirically
studying IGS to find why it is so successful.
In the next section—our main contribution—we analyze IGS

and show it to be an approximation of, and thus inferior to, naive
Bayes classification with zero-one loss. In the third section, we
empirically test IGS, first using a toy problem that satisfies its
assumptions, and then for MGR. We find that, even though its
motivations sound convincing, IGS is unreasonable for MGR in
particular, and machine learning in general. We make available
code to reproduce all the figures and experimental results of this
paper: http://imi.aau.dk/~bst.

II. ANALYSIS

We now analyze IGS and find its decision boundary and prob-
ability of error for a two-class case that satisfies its assumptions.
Its generalization to more classes is direct.

A. Formalization

Consider a training dataset , where each
is from one class , and is an index of a duple from

. We notate and as coming from . We aim to
find a function such that, for some loss function

, we minimize the expected loss over all classes.
The optimal solution is given by Bayes [7]:

(1)

where is the posterior of . Now consider to be
a super-vector (observation) of vectors (sub-observations)

. With a zero-one loss, and assuming all
sub-observations are independent and identically distributed,

in (1) reduces to [7]:

(2)

where is the conditional density of the th sub-obser-
vation, and is the prior of . This is known as naive Bayes
classification with zero-one loss (NB). When we do not know
the true conditional densities and priors, we must estimate them
from by building models of the classes.
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The principle of IGS is to classify an observation based only
on the sub-observations likely to be unique to a single class.
First, IGS uses to build models of sub-observations from all
classes. It then builds a set of sub-observations based onwhether
each would be misclassified by the Bayes criterion:

(3)

by a slight abuse of notation to say that is the duple
of the th sub-observation and its label of . is thus
all sub-observations in that have a higher posterior in classes
different from their true ones, given the models constructed ini-
tially. IGS then models as if it is a new class, the label
of which we notate . Finally, IGS builds new models of the
remaining sub-observations in each class. This produces new
conditional densities and new priors

, where is the conditional density
of the sub-observation in .
The IGS classification rule is only a slight alteration of (2):

(4)

where the weights and are defined by

else
(5)

else. (6)

There are a few significant differences between (4) and the deci-
sion function presented in [1]. First, while is not explicitly
defined, our personal communication with the authors reveals
they assume . Second, [1] does not de-
fine the condition for when all . We assume that IGS then
picks randomly from . (This never occurs in our experiments
in Section III-B.)

B. Decision Boundary

We now analyze the decision boundaries of IGS and compare
it to that for NB. Consider a two-class scenario where sub-ob-
servations of each are independently and identically distributed
Gaussian. The two classes have variance , and
means, . We choose from using
sub-observations drawn from one of the distributions. Since

we know the true model of a sub-observation, we know for each
class the true model of the -dimensional observation: a multi-
variate Gaussian with covariance ( iden-
tity matrix), and mean (length- vector of
ones). To simplify the analysis, we rotate the observation space
such that the means have a non-zero component only in the first
dimension. Thus, the conditional distributions of the -dimen-
sional rotated observations are

(7)

(8)

Fig. 1. Conditional densities of classes and shared attributes. Bayes decision
boundary is solid vertical line. IGS guesses when between dashed lines.

where has 1 in its first row, and zeros everywhere else. The
decision criterion for NB is given by

(9)

Using this boundary, we find the distribution of the IGS class:

(10)

where, with the cumulative distribution function of a
Normal random variable, the normalization factor is

(11)

Fig. 1 shows our scenario for the sub-observations, assuming
as in [1]. In this case, .

By the weights (5), IGS ignores a sub-observation if its pos-
terior in (10) is greater than that in an element of , i.e., (7)
or (8). Solving for where and

, IGS picks a class randomly if
, where

(12)

Fig. 1 shows this region for our scenario.
Assume . The derivation of the following

are given in the supplemental Appendix. The width of as

(13)

For , the width of diverges in high dimensions

(14)

Furthermore, for , the width of is strictly increasing
with , i.e., . Hence, the width of is
never smaller than .
It is important to note that, while the divergence of the width

of is clearly to be expected when the separation between
the modes of the sub-observation distributions of each class

, we do not have the liberty of setting to hold
it constant. In other words, we cannot control the distributions
of the sub-observations. The only parameter we can control is
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Fig. 2. For the scenario in Section II-B, difference in probability of error for
IGS (4) and NB (2) for five (labeled), as a function of the number of sub-
observations . Thick dashed lines are of empirical estimations.

, the number of sub-observations we make. Thus, while the
NB decision boundary remains infinitesimally thin as ,
that of IGS becomes infinitely thick.

C. Probability of Error

We now find the probability of error for IGS in the scenario
above, and compare it to that for NB. As before, we work in
the rotated observation space, and assume

, and thus . For NB, the probability of error is

(15)

For IGS, the probability of error is

(16)

where the last terms come from the choice to have
IGS pick a class randomly if , and that

, and
. The above

simplifies to

(17)

Fig. 2 shows the difference between these errors for several
as we consider more sub-observations. We see that while NB

always outperforms IGS, the difference between the two can
become smaller as increases. As the modes of the two class
distributions become very close, IGS requires manymore obser-
vations than NB to perform just as well. That the two perform
similarly in high dimensions (dependent upon ) makes sense
when we compute the probability of an -dimensional obser-
vation falling in as goes to infinity

since
for any and .

D. Summary

When we use sub-observations, the decision boundary for
NB (2) is a single -dimensional hyperplane. For IGS,
it is a pair of these hyperplanes, the separation between which

increases unbounded as we use more sub-observations. For the
two-class multivariate Gaussian scenario, we show this separa-
tion is never less than , and increases monotonically as
increases. We see for this scenario the probability of error

of IGS is always inferior to that of NB. This is satisfying since
IGS (4) is only NB (2), but using fewer sub-observations. While
both make the assumption of independence between sub-obser-
vation, NB (2) is optimal by definition (it minimizes zero-one
loss), and so anything different must have a higher expected
loss, and thus probability of error.
For more classes than two, our analysis helps to visualize

what happens. In the observation space, there exists between
each pair of classes a decision boundary: infinitesimally thin for
NB, and with a non-zero thickness for IGS. These combine to
form a partition of the space; but in the case of IGS, the parti-
tion boundaries have a volume while for NB it has zero volume.
As grows, this volume grows unbounded for IGS, but re-
mains zero for NB. Finally, since NB minimizes the probability
of error in the multiclass case [7], a change to its criteria nec-
essarily produces a higher error. We show this to be the case in
the following simulations.

III. SIMULATIONS

We now test and compare NB and IGS, first for an ideal
dataset satisfying the assumptions of IGS, and then for the same
MGR dataset used in [1].

A. An Ideal Dataset

Fig. 3 shows realizations of a dataset of two-dimensional
sub-observations from four classes. The truemodel of each class
is a mixture of two Gaussians: one with zero mean and identity
covariance, and the other with non-zero mean and correlated
dimensions. Let the probability (mixture weight) of a sub-ob-
servation coming from the central Gaussian be . Clearly,
all sub-observations of a class are independently and identically
distributed, thus satisfying a key assumption of NB and IGS.
In left and center of Fig. 3, for all classes, while
for the right plot . We sample 1000 observations
from each class, where each observation has sub-ob-
servations. As in [1], we assume equal priors for all classes
and the shared attributes class. Using stratified 2-fold cross-val-
idation, we estimate (by expectation maximization) a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) of order two and full covariances, for
each class. Using these models, IGS constructs the same kind
of GMM for the shared attributes in (3), and estimates a new
GMM for each class. In , we revise the condition in (5):

to see its effect.
We expect for well-separable classes ( large) an error rate

around when classifying individual sub-observations by
NB (2). For observations (made of two sub-observations), the
error rate will improve since with probability at least one
of the sub-observations comes from a region that is separable
from those of the other classes. We see this for each case in
Fig. 3. UsingNB (2), but with themodels estimated from all sub-
observations except those in (3)—“flat” IGS (fIGS) in [1]—we
find error rates higher than NB using the initial models. Using
IGS (4) results in even higher error rates.

B. Music Genre Dataset

We now test the accuracy of IGS in reproducing genre la-
bels [8]. We reproduce the experiments in [1] as closely as pos-
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Fig. 3. Three datasets ideal for IGS, and their empirical classification error rates. Gaussians in mixtures: equal weights (left and center), and unequal weights
(right, probability of a sub-observation coming from the shared region is 0.98). Observations are made of 2 sub-observations sampled from a distribution, classified
by: “NB” (2); “fIGS” (2) using the model parameters estimated without the sub-observations in (3); “IGS” (4); “IGS2” alteration of (4) described in Section III-A.

TABLE I
MEAN ACCURACIES OF OUR EXPERIMENTS AND THOSE IN [1] (GRAY)

sible: we use the GTZAN benchmark dataset [4], [9]; stratified
2-fold cross-validation; sub-observations consisting of 13 Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [10], computed from
25 ms windows with a hop of 10 ms; GMM models of varying
orders (8 to 48), with diagonal covariancematrices; equal priors;
and observations composed of 300 consecutive sub-observa-
tions (which is 3 s duration). We use the same folds for all al-
gorithms. We set the maximum number of iterations for expec-
tation maximization (gmdistribution.fit in MATLAB)
to 500, and use a small regularization constant to avoid
condition problems in covariance estimation.
Table I shows that IGS performs significantly worse than NB,

and than that reported in [1]. (Private correspondence with the
authors of [1] reveals that they cannot reproduce their results.)
Though it is not clear whether in [1] training uses all sub-ob-
servations from each 30 s excerpt in the training set, or only
ones from a randomly selected 3 s portion, we find no signif-
icant difference between these conditions. Table I also shows
performance does not necessarily increase as the order of the
model grows—which agrees with the fact that the estimation of
the parameters of a distribution depends on the number of obser-
vations and their dimensionality. As the observation dimension
increases, the performance of a system does not necessarily im-
prove with the same amount of data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis of IGS shows that it approximates naive
Bayesian classification with zero-one loss. It must then have a
higher probability of error. Our experimental work supports this

finding, and shows IGS for MGR behaves quite poorly—which
is expected if low-level short-time features taken in isolation
are not representative of music genre [3], [5], [6]. Furthermore,
our results show a trend expected from parameter estimation:
estimating more parameters without more data does not nec-
essarily improve the performance of the system. The bottom
line here is that all observations are informative; the extra
overhead in IGS does not provide any benefit to naive Bayes
classification with zero-one loss.
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